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JigSlL^1 ü LbLilJ When whose seemingly more general linear programming problems can be I fansformed, they can be solved using any specialized network algorithm. Thus, significant computational savings can be realized over generax purpose methods. In section 2 we present the procedure for finding equivalent bounded sums of variables. In section 3 we show how these sunu. ->c variables can be embodied in the node constrai its of an enlarged network. A typical example of the constrained network Is given in section 4.
FINDING EQUIVALENT BOUNDED SUMS OF VARIABLES
The constrained network optimization problem can be formulated mathe- (4)). An explicit procedure for making this test will be given below.
Step 3 
k.N "
If all of the differences equal one nonzero v^lue, then the assumption is true and S is determln.d by reference to the arcs associated with these nonzero values. If the differences assume more than one distinct nonzero value, then the assumption is false and we return to step 3.
If the nodes with unassigned multipliers are not connected to the nodes with assigned multipliers and the deletion of the arcs in T has created a disconnected network, we arbitrarily select an unassigned multiplier and assign it a variable value 8.. We then proceed as before assigning multiplier values to those w associated with nodes linked to nodes with assigned multipliers. At some point all multipliers have been assigned a value or another disjoint subnetwork has been found, if another disjoint subnetwork exists, we assign some unassigned multiplier a value of C and proceed as before. Ultimately, all multipliers will be assigned a value such that p -w -w for all arcs (l,j)iA-T . At tl.is point, wc proceed to cooiputo the differences p -w. for each arc (q,J)cT and to determine values for tluqj .1 q 0 's. A complete mathematical description of this procedure Is given below.
TEST PROCEDtKE
Let F be the set of Indices of nodes whose multipliers have been asslRned a value. The test of the assumption In step I for q-N and set T Is performed as follows.
Step •
Step 2.2c
Because noden with usslgned multipliers ,in' mil linke-.I t.> muii's witii mi assigned multipliers, set m = m +1. Let'» be n real valued vnrlablt-.
Select some k^F nrbitrnrlly. set w k " 0 m . Rt,t F-f»»(kl and be^ln stop 2.2a ,iRaln.
Step 2.3a
For all (q.J)cT compute n -Pqi^j*
Step 2.3b
If m"0 and each n equals either 0 or some unique non-zero real number , qJ then the assumption that th'» extra constraint is equivalent tJ (U) is correct. Step 2.3c
If m • 0 it is necessary to compute values for each 9., i -I, . . . ,m such that each TT equals 0 or A before the assumption can be accepted.
Observe that each n . can be expressed as n "a.+b. 6, where a. is qj qJ j J i j These 6 must exist for the original constraint to be equivalent to (4).
We next prove thai the algorithm will find the equivalent bounded sum when it exists. Assume there exists a linear combination of the node constraints which when subtracted from the extra constraint yields an equivalent constraint bounding the sum of flows on arcs directed away from a single node q. We note that the rank of the node constraint matrix is n-1 where n is the number of nodes. By fixing one node multiplier to a particular value, the remaining node multipliers in any linear combination are uniquely -8-determined by sequentially solving a system of equations each involving only one unknown variable. That is, when the assumption is made that S«Tq, the multiplier w is set equal to 0, and unique multipliers are determined such that Pj»""*! -«* for a ll (iiJ) f A-T . Through this process, the appropriatt» linear combination is Identified.
The procedure for testing the assumption that S€H is analaguus to that given for terting the assumption that ScT . The differences are that the values for the w are determined using the arcs (i,j)EA-H .
An obvious advantage of this procedure is that the subsets T and IL must be examined only once to discover an equivalent bounded sum of variables associated with any subset of the arcs in T. or li . Further it is not necessary to determine a value for every node multiplier before an assumption for a particular set can be rejected. That is wherever p /w. Ue have therefore established a procedure to determine if by a linear transformation it is possible to find a bounded sum of variables equivalent to a given constraint. The procedure can be applied to "less than or equal", "greater than or equal", or equality type constraints. In ihl'i cane we will require that the transformed constraints involve liisjoint sets of variables or nested sets of variables in a single node constraint for the problem to be reforroviiaüed as an enlarged network by the procedure given in section J belov. These restrictions parallel those given by Wagner [7] for transportation problems. Our procedure can also be applied to constrained networks with bounded variables r.nd to constrained generalized networks in which the constraint matrix of the gene'-ali ?.e 1 network does not have full row rank. In this case the scaling procedure ot (3j must be applied first to obtai.r< an equivalent constrained pure network problem.
INCORPORATING BOUNDED SUMS INTO NOPE CONSTRAINTS
A procedure for extending the transportation model to include a bounded sum of variables in a single node constraint has been Riven by, Wagner [71, Manne (2, p. 382] and Charnes (1). We state an analogous procedure for networks to complete the reformulation of constrained networks. Let S be a set of arcs directed into or away from a single node k. Any network with an additional restriction of the form I x = f can be transformed into an (i,j)cS 1J -enlarged network having two additional nodes and at most two addit'onal arcs by the following procedure (We use the notation defined in section 2.)
Step 1. Set N -N u (k', k' '}.
Step 2. Set g. , ■ -£ and set g, ,, -f
Step 
